TerraGo StreetlightOps:
Integration Platform as a Service (iPaaS)

Break Down Data Silos
TerraGo’s Integration Platform as a Service (IPaaS) greatly
reduces the time, cost and complexity of systems integration
and simplifies interfacing with back-office platforms.

A COMPREHENSIVE INTEGRATION
SERVICES SOLUTION
By delivering iPaaS, TerraGo doesn’t just develop integration
software, but provides a comprehensive solution where we
deliver, operate, monitor and maintain these interfaces as
part of our comprehensive SaaS offering, replacing
expensive and difficult-to-maintain systems integration with
reliable, worry-free, hands-off operations.

DRIVES EFFICIENCY AND LOWERS O&M
EXPENSES
TerraGo’s iPaaS helps customers realize numerous
efficiencies across teams by breaking down departmental
data silos and presenting one unified mobile app to the field
crew. For instance, crew members can use one app to
instantly control smart lighting devices (via CMS), access
asset data (via EAM), update GPS coordinates, capture
photos and correct attributes (via GIS, EAM), correct billing
omissions (via CRM), update asset inventories (via ERM)
and complete work orders (via MWM) – all with one simple
workflow. Integration does more than simply share data; it
increases revenue, reduces truck rolls, lowers operating
expenses and accelerates energy savings.

CONFIGURATION NOT CODING
TerraGo’s iPaaS is an intelligent, configurable data
synchronization and application interface that establishes
and manages direct, secure, 2-way API’s between the
TerraGo server and back-office platforms. The approach is
powered by a zero-code integration management console.
The result is a powerful way to enable field operations to
access and update numerous platforms with one easy-to-use
application.

FEATURES
• Securely manages platform
data interfaces
• Monitors and maintains all
services 24x7
• Configures interfaces with
zero-code console
• Defines customer-specific
business rules
• Provides change
management for exception
reviews

TerraGo StreetlightOps:
Integration Platform as a Service (iPaaS)
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION FOR FIELD
OPERATIONS
Today’s city and utility work crews often juggle numerous paper
forms and mobile applications to overcome the fragmented,
legacy, departmental back-office platform environment.
TerraGo’s iPaas delivers on the promise of integration and
digital transformation by providing crews with one app that
connects the dots for smooth, efficient field operations. The
approach is based on a field-first view of how work gets done in
the field. By providing the data and crews need with a holistic
workflow, the job gets done fast, right and correctly the first time.
And nobody needs to manually re-key chicken scratch notes or
paper forms prone to error. Quality is built-in with iPaaS so
enterprise data gets in sync and stays in sync, as part of
successful daily operations.

ABOUT TERRAGO STREETLIGHTOPS
With over 3 million streetlights under management and trusted
by global leaders, including 8 of the 10 largest US utilities,
Exelon, Dominion Energy, the City of Chicago, City of London,
Glasgow, Jamaica Public Service and many more, TerraGo
StreetlightOps is the world’s only software platform focused on
streetlight operations. With unmatched domain expertise,
TerraGo StreetlightOps accelerates energy savings and lowers
operations and maintenance costs by improving efficiency at
every stage of the lifecycle, from planning and inventory to
installation, maintenance and work orders.

www.TerraGoTech.com

BENEFITS
•

Works with all leading security
and authentication frameworks

•

Delivers Hands-off, worry-free
integration

•

Replaces expensive one-off
system integrators with modern
SaaS

•

Supports data-driven business
rules

•

Enables departmental review/
control of systems of record

